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1Introduction

vectors due to input pattern deformation. The method for

Matched‑nlter‑basedcorrelators,whichhavebeenwidely
usedforopticalpatternrecognition,requirecomplexfilter
fabricationandasmanyfiltersasthenumberofreference
patterns.Toalleviatetherequirementofcomplexfilterfab‑
ncation,thejointtransformcorrelatorhasbeendevisedand
iseffectiveforreal‑timeprocessing.Toreducethenumber
offilters,feature‑extractedpatternsareusedasreference
patternsinsteadofthetargetpatternitself,andcorrelation‑
basedmethodsareusedtoobtainthecorrelationbetweerl
inputpatternsandfeature‑extractedpatterns.Although
co汀elation‑basedmethodsprovideco汀elationinvariance
undertransformationofinputpatterns,theyarehighlysen‑
sitivetopatterndeformation.Becauseofthisproperty,dif‑
ferentmethodsarenecessaryfortherecognitionofhand‑
writtencharacters.
Inthispaper,weproposeamethodforthereco誓nitionof
handwrittencharactersinwhichfeatureextractionandan
associativememorymatrixareused.Sinceintormatiol‑
concerningthepositionandmagnitudeoflinecomponents
includedininputpatternsareusedastheirfeatures,the
proposedmethodissomewhatinsensitivetothedeforma‑
tionofpatternsarisinginhandwrittencharacters.Inaddi‑
tion,amethodtoextractthefeaturesismuchsimplerthan
correlation‑basedmethods,wheremultiplexedmatched
spatialfilteringlormultichanneljointtransformcorrelator

the recognition of handwritten characters is easily impie‑

arerequired.Weextractthefeaturesusingverysimplepro‑
cessessuchasshiftinganddividinginputpatternsandcom‑
putingaproductoftwobinarypatterns.Afterthefeature
extractionprocess,weobtainafeaturevectorthatisrelated
tolinecomponentsofaninputpattern.Althoughthisfei卜
turevectorisnotgreatlyinfluencedbydefonllationsoftlle
inputpatterns,itcannotclearlyidentifyinputcharacters.A
featurevectorbecomesaninputtoanassociativememory
matrixsothatitsoutputvectoridentifiestheinputcharac‑
ter.Amemorymatrixl
dec。mp。siti。nandbym∑generatedwitl
difyingsmallsiこsingularvalue
produceamemorymatrixinsensitivetonoiseinteature

merited with an optical system using two liquid crystal dis‑
plays (LCDs) to compute the product of two patterns and a
computer

to

execute

simple

pこUtern

processing.

2 Input Pattern Feature Extraction
A

handwnt【en

cとipital

alphabet

character

is

detected

with

a

CCD camera and its image is transformed to a binary pat‑
tern ot 10‑× 10‑pixel size, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and l(b).
This binary pattern is termed the input pとittern. To obtain a

line pattern representing a vertical line component, we shift

the i叩ut pattern to the upper side by 1 pixel. as shown 1‑1
Fig. 1(c). This shifted pattern is superimposed on the input
pattern. If the two pixels of the input pattern and the shifted
pattern at the same position are both 1, then the pixel of a
line pattern at the position is 1. If the two pixels are in other
conditions, the pixel ofa line pattern is 0. The resulting line
pattern is obtained as shown in Fig. 1(d). There are three
other directions for shifting the input pattern by 1 pixel, i.e.,
right, right upper corner, and left upper corner. From these
shifts, we obtain three line patterns pertaining to a horizon‑

l

tal line, a line along right uppercorner, and a line alon望Ieft
ヽ.̲

upper corner.
To extract information concerning the position and mag‑
nitude

of

a

vertical

line

fromこi

line

pattenl

related

to

that

vertical line, we use three kinds of position patterns
P, (i‑¥ to 3). as shown in Fig. 2. With the position paレ
tern P{ superimposed on the line pattern of Fig. 1(d), we
detect how many pixels are 1 at an identical positio‑1・ In
this example, this number, given by R卜is 4. and it is
referred to as the correspondin望feature value. We have
three

kinds

of

position

patterns

Pt

(/‑4

to

6)

forとi

hon‑

zontal line and four kinds of position patterns Pi (/‑ / to
1)and P. (/‑ll to 14) forlines inclinedat45 and 13:>

aularvalues5t。
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We divide 26 alphabet characters into two groups based
on

the

line

components

contained

in

the

char乙icters.

For

this

grouping, we consider the value

r)
c‑2

R,

/=1

IJ
2Ri
コ'J

i=l

In this paper, group II cot‑sists of eight characters of E, F,
H. I, L. P. T, and U, which contain less inclined lines.
Handwritten characters of group II have a high possibility
that the value of G is large. Group I consists of the others
of 26 alphabet characters and P. After we obtain the fea‑
ture values‑ the group to which the input pattern belongs is
decided by investigat‑ng whether the value of G is larger
than a specified value γ Computer simulations determine
an appropriate value of γ.

Fig. 1 Process to obtain a line pattern representing the vertica川ne
component: (a) handwritten character, (b) input pattern, (c) shifted
pattern, and (d) line pattern.

3

Recognition with an Associative Memory
Matrix

Afterjudging whether an input character belongs to group I
or group II. an input character is recomIzed by producing
an output vector y‑ from a feature vector x with an associa‑
tive memory matrix M as
一̲′

deg, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. For the input pattern,
we have position pattern Pl5. which detects how many
pixels of 1 the input patterns contain in the specified region.
Thus, we obtain feature values Rj (/‑ 1 to 15) for an input
pattern. Next we form a feature vector x whose element are
given by

y‑Mx.

(3)

A memory matrix is generated with singular value decom‑
positioll (SVD). When K feature vectors x, co汀esponding
to K output vectors y, (/‑ 1 to K). respectively, are memo‑

*,‑‑/?,・(/‑1

to

6).

Xi‑2Rt

(/‑7

to

14),

(1)

rized in menlory matrix M, we have the relation
Y‑MX,

.v,‑/?,/2 (i‑15).

(4

where

X‑[x1...x*]. Y‑[y,...yiP.

Pi
for
vertical
line

for
horizontal
line

Rffi
inclined
lines

固
国
軍
1‑1 1

畢印
嘩箪
嘩嘩畢
12

13

14

(5)

The fth element of the output vector y, is 1, and the others
are 0, which shows the corresponding input character is the
rth one ofK characters. Then the output matrix Y becomes
a unit matrix. Ifa pseudo inverse X of the input matrix is
obtained with SVD, a memory matrix is given by
K

M‑2 cM

(6)

/蝣‑I

where

(7)

男miW‑^taa

When input characters are different from memorized char‑
acters, input characters contain noise. This noise compo‑
nent is amplified by the coefficients c, , whose values are

固
Fig. 2 Position patterns P, (/‑ 1 to3) foravertica川ne, P, (/‑4 to6)
for a horizonta川ne, Pf (/‑7 to 10) for a 一ine along the right upper
corner, P, (/‑ll to 14) fora line along the left uppercorner, and P15
for the input pattern・

I

i
I
I
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large. To eliminate effects of noise on output vectors. J
coefficients whose values are larger than the others are re‑
placed with a nonzero value of α to obtain a memory ma‑
tnx
〟‑ノ

M‑∑c,U,+

〟

∑

αU,.

i‑K‑J+

(8)
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Fig. 5 Mean recognition rate versus value of α for different values

ofJ.

Il一

this

paper,こ¥

memory

matrix

M[

for

group

I

is

obtained

with Eq. (8). A memory matrix Mn for group II is obtained
with Eq. (6), since all coefficients are small. Details are
described irl the next section.

4

Memory Matrix Determination through
Computer

Simu一ations

First, we prepared 1 2 handwritten characters for one alpha‑
bet

chとiracter・

and

we

obtained

12

feature

vectors

using

the

process described in Sec. 2. Averaging 12 feature vectors
providedとi

feature

vector

which

is

memorized

in

memory

matrix. Memorized feature vector x, for characters of
/‑A. E, G, O. and Q are shown in Fig. 3. Position pattern

1 2

ffij
3

4

5

6

7

8

9 1011 12131415

P15 is useful to detect the existence ofa semicircular line in
lower part of input patterns. Classifying into the two groups
is carried out for γ‑0.4.
Next, we determined memory matrices Mj and Mn for
groups I and II, respectively. For group II, coefficients c,
(∫‑1 to 8) of Eq. (6) were all almost equal and small.
Thus,こi

1

memory

matrix

Mj]

was

generated

using

Eq.

(6).

For group I, there are 19 coefficients, and values of c,
(/‑1 to 14) are shown in Fig. 4. Since values of c,
(/si15) were very large, we used Eq. (8) to generate the
memory matrix Mj卜We tried to recognize 15 handwritten
characters for Olle alphabet character. and calculated the
ratio of the number of correctly recognized characters to

the total number of characters as the recognition rate. Mean
recognition rate over 26 alphabet characters was used to
1 23

4

5

6

7

8

9 101112131415

1

estimate tlle ability of memory matrix. Figure 5 shows the
mean recognition rate versus the value of α for different

Fig. 3 Memorized feature vector x, for characters of /‑A, E, G, O,
andQ.

values of ∫. This result indicates that α‑0.1 is the best
value. Figure 6 shows nlean recognition rate versus J at
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Fig. 4 Values of coefficients c, (/'‑1 to 14) for group I

Fig. 6 Mean recognition rate versus J at α‑0.1.
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LCD 1

‥

2

LCD2

Fig. 9 Optical computation to obtain feature values R, from vectors

Fig. 7 Optical character recognition system.

.I

LJ'I

tl
*

r4

p′

and

q.

with

two

LCDs.

α‑0.1, which indicates thatJ‑ 14 is the best value. There‑

ned out with a personal computer. Vector p, is displayed in

fore, we generated memory matrix IV^ for group I from Eq.

a region ot LCDl, denoted with number / in the vertical

(8)atα‑0.1 and7‑14.

direction, as shown in Fig. 9. Vector q, is also displayed in

5

0ptical Implementation of the Method with
LCDs

the same region of LCD2. By transmitting a collimated
lisht throuE the two LCDs, we obtain the intensity distri‑
bution on the image sensor, which shows feature values /?,

We constructed the optical system shown in Fig. 7, which

(/‑ 1 to 15). From the output of the image sensorwe obtain

performs feature extraction of an input pattern and the nee‑

a feature vector x ofEq. (1) with a computer.
Next, we explain how to perform the matrix‑vector com‑
putation given by Eq. (3). The elements of matrix M are
divided into nonnegative ones and negative ones. The ma‑

1

essary matrix‑vector computations. Bina‑・y patterns and
memory matrices to be displayed on tlle LCDs are formed
in a personal computer. Light from a laser diode (LD) are
collimated with lens 1 (LI). The collimated light passes
through the two LCDs and the transmitted light is collected
with a cylindrical lens onto the image sensor. Then the
output of image sensor is fed to the personal computer
through an analog‑to‑digital (A/D) converter.

trix is decomposed as M‑M(+)‑M(‑}. Here M(+) con‑
sists of nonnegative elements of M where the negative ele‑
ments of M are replaced by O's. On the other hand・ M(‑)
consists of ilegative elements, with signs changed and the

Figs. 8 and 9. In Fig. 8 the input pattern is a character ofE,

nonllegative elements of M are replaced by O's. An input
character x is displayed on LCDl in山e region denoted by
the notations.V( to.v,, (n‑ 15) in the vertical direction, and

and a shifted pattern is formed by shifting the input pattern

the same input character x is repeated m times in the hon‑

upward by one pixel element. A part of the input pattern,

zontal directioll, as shown in Fig. 10. When we use matri‑

which is specified by the position pattern P] , is taken OUL

ces M] and Mn as menlory matrix M,川‑ 19 and 8, respec‑

and we form a column vector p, by scanning the pixels of

tively. Output of the image sensor is y(+) and y(‑j when

the pattern. In the same way, we form a column vector qい

M… and M^) respectively, are displayed on LCD2 wi仙

which represents a pattern taken out from the shifted paレ

256 gray levels. Finally, output yj‑yH^)‑yJi‑) (/‑1 to

tern according to position pattern Pl. For position pattern

26) is computed. If the element ̲y, corresponding to the

First, we explain how to obtain feature vectors with

P2蝣we

sition

have

column

patterns

vectors

except

Pj5,

p2

we

and

have

q2.

Thus,

column

for

vectors

all

p′

po‑

and

input pattern has the largest value among the other ele‑
merits of the final output, recognition is accomplished.

q, (/‑1 to 14). For position pattern P]5, q15 is equal to
p15, which represents a part of the input pattern specified

6

Experimental Results

by P15. These simple input pattern manipulations are car‑

The processu一g carried out in the system shown in Fig. 7 is

as follows: (1) read a handwritten character; (2) form an
input pattern; (3) form vectors p, and q, (/‑ 1 to 15) and
display them; (4) detect feature values /?, (/‑ 1 to 15); (5)

鳶

p2

q2

l
l
t
l
‑

Slutted pattern

ヨ
I
i

i

Fig. 8 Generation of vectors p, and q, for extracting line component
features.

i
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Fig. 10 Optical matrix‑vector computation to obtain output vector y,
from the feature vector and the memory matrix with two LCDs.

Sasaki,

Shibahara,

and

Suzuki:

Optical

character

recognition

‥.

form a feature vector and display it; (6) calculate G. decide
the group, and display memory matrix M(+); (7) detect
output yH: (8) display memory matrix M卜(9) detect
output y‑ and (10) calculate final output v,‑v,<‑)
‑.V,ド(/‑ 1 to 26). Experimental results are shown in
Fiss. 1 1‑16. Fisures 1 l(a) and lKb) show the handwritten
charとicter
tors

and

obtained

the

Irom

input
the

pattern,

input

respectively.

pこutern

with

the

Feature

optical

vec‑

system

and computer simulatio? are shown in Fig. 1 1(c) by solid
and striped bars, respectively. By comparing these t＼vo re‑

suits we can see the accuracy of the optical computation.
There are some errors in the optical computation, but these
errors do not affect ultimate results of recognition. The
value of G was larger than 0.4, so the input pattern be‑
longed to group I. Figure 1 l(d) shows a final outputy. The
horizontal axis represents ;"th element of y. and instead of
denoting tlle number of /. the corresponding characters be‑
longing to group I arc denoted. A maximum value appears
in the position of the character A, so we recognized the
input pattern as A. Results pertaining to another variation
of the character A is shown in Fig. 12. We can recognize
the chとiracters from the fとature vectors, which are a little

different from the feature vector memorized in the memory
matrix shown in Fig. 3(a). A characteristic point common
to all of the feature vectors of the character A is that the
values of.v6 arc very small. Results for recognition of two

(d)

variations of the chとiracter E are shown in Figs. 13 and lヰ・

Fig. ll Result I for recognition of the character A.

For these feature values、 G was less than 0.4, so these input
patterns

were

in

group

II.

Chとiracters

belonging

to

group

II

are labeled along the horizontal axis of Figs. 13(d) and
I4(d). Similarly obtained results for recognition of the
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(d)
Fig. 16 Resu一t ‖ for recognition of the character G.

Fig. 14 Result II for recognition of the character E.

characterG are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. All of the results
indicate that the method proposed here can recognize hand‑

甲甲

written characters. We tried to recognize 15 variations of
one alphabet character to obtain a recognition rate for one
alphabet character. Figure 17 shows the recognition rate for
all 26 characters. The recognition rate averased over 26
alphabet characters was 87%. The recognition rate for the
characters O and R is low, in part because the characters O
and R are similar to (〕 and P, respectively. In the experi‑
ments, the pixel size of the input patterns was
lox 10. The recognition rate can be improved by increas‑
ing the input pattern pixel size, which leads to extracting
more character hne features into the feature vector values.
Computer simulations showed that the recognition rate for
the characters O and R was improved to about 75% and the
recognition rate averaged over 26 alphabet characters was
92% when the pixel size was 20×20.

1.0

0.5
ミコ

0.0

‑0.5

‑1.0

ABCDGJ KMNOPQRS VWXYZ
(d)

Fig. 15 Result I for recognition of the character G.
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ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Fig. 17 Recognition rate for 26 alphabet characters.
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Conclusion
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We proposed a method to recognize handwritten characters
using feature extraction and an associative memory matrix.
Since the features used were information concerning the
position and magnitude of line components included in the
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methods. The simple processing was optically implemented
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